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ABSTRACT. In [2] the authors described all weakly closed SÍ-submodules

of L(H) for a nest algebra SÍ in terms of order homomorphisms of Lat SÍ.

In this paper we prove that for any reflexive algebra SÍ which is rj-weakly

generated by rank-one operators in si, every cr-weakly closed .i/-submodule

can be characterized by an order homomorphism of h&tsi. In the case when

SÍ is a reflexive algebra with a completely distributive subspace lattice and J?

is a (T-weakly closed ideal of si, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions

for the commutant of sí modulo J( to be equal to AlgLat^.

Let if be a complex Hilbert space, and let L(H) be the set of all bounded

linear operators on H. The terminology and notation of this paper concerning nest

algebras and reflexive subspaces of L(H) may be found in [3].

Let j/ be a reflexive subalgebra of L(H). Suppose that E r-> E is an order

homomorphism of Lat sf into itself (i.e. E < F implies E < F), where Lat sf is the

set of all invariant projections for sf. Then the set / = {Te L(H): (I-Ë)TE = 0

for all E e Latsf} is clearly a weakly closed j/-submodule of L(H).

J. A. Erdos and S. C. Power in [2] proved that any weakly closed sf-submodule

of L(H) for a nest algebra sf is of the above form. Here we prove that this is also

true for any reflexive algebra sf which is cx-weakly generated by rank-one operators

in sf.

The following result is due to J. Kraus and D. R. Larson [3].

THEOREM l. Let Si be a unital cr-weakly closed algebra which is cr-weakly gen-

erated by rank-one operators in sf. Then every a-weakly closed left or right module

of sf is reflexive.

THEOREM 2. Lets/ be as in the above theorem, and let J? be a a-weakly closed

sf-submodule of L(H).  Then •# has the form

JT = {Te L(H): (I - Ë)TE = 0 for all E € Lat sf},

where E i—» E is some order homomorphism of hats/ into itself.

PROOF. For any E e Lat sf, let Ë be the orthogonal projection onto [J?EH] =

\/\ran(XE):X e J£}. Since J£ is an ^-submodule, E is invariant under sf and

clearly E i-> É is an order homomorphism. Let ■/T = {T e L(H): (I - E)TE = 0

for all E e Lat sf}. It is obvious that JV D Jl'. Conversely, if T € JV, then

(I - Ë)TE = 0, so [TEH] C [ÉH] = [JTEH] for any E e Lat sf.  Now for any
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x e H, denote by E the orthogonal projection onto [sfx]. Then E e Lat sf and so

Tx e T[EH] C ÉH = \£EH] = [JT[sfx]] = \£x]. By the definition of reflexive
subspace of L(H), we know that Ts/ since J? is reflexive by Theorem 1. It

follows that Jt D j¥ and so ^# = JV. The proof is complete.

It is known from [4] that a commutative subspace lattice 2C is completely dis-

tributive iff the rank-one subalgebra of Alg J? is cr-weakly dense in AlgJz?. Thus

we have the following result:

COROLLARY 3. If Jz? is a commutative and completely distributive subspace

lattice, then every a-weakly closed Alg2C-submodule is of the form

{T e L(H): (I - Ê)TE = 0 for all E e SC},

where E (—► E is an order homomorphism of 2C into itself.

Corollary 4. Lets/ and^ be as in Theorem 2. ThenJf is an ideal of sf

if and only if Ê < E for every E € Lat sf.

LEMMA 5.   Let Sf and J£ be as in Theorem 2.   Then JÜ is an algebra if and

only if E  < E for every E 6 Lat sf.

PROOF. Clearly if ^# is an algebra, then for any E € Lat sf

É H = [J?[JÍEH]] = L£4tEH] ç [JTEH] = ÉH

so É <Ë.
For the converse, if S, T e J?, since

STE = SÉTE = ÉSÉTE = ÉSTE

we have (/ — È)STE = 0, and so ST e J? which shows that J? is an algebra.

LEMMA 6. Let Sf and J? be as in Theorem 2. Then P e Lat-# if and only if

there exists some E e Lat sf such that

É <P <E.

PROOF. If É < P < E for some E e Lat sf and T e J?, then TP = TEP =
ÉTEP = PÊTEP = PTP. Hence P e LatJ?.

Conversely if P e Lat^#, let E be the projection onto [sf PH]. Then E e

Latsf, E > P and

ËH = [J?[s/PH]] = \£s/PH\ ç [J!PH] ç PH.

Thus É <P<E. The proof is complete.

The following theorems give a description of the commutant C(sf ,J?) of sf

modulo .-# for an ^/-submodule JÍ. Recall that C(sf ,j&) is defined by

C(sf ,J() = {Te L(H): TA-ATeJf for every A esf}.

THEOREM 7. Let sf be a reflexive algebra with commutative and completely

distributive subspace lattice Lat sf, and let J? be a a-weakly closed sf-submodule

containing sf.  Then C(sf,^) =^#.

PROOF. Obviously C(sf ,JT) D Jt'. For any T € C(sf ,JT) and E € Lat sf,

since É es/ ,we have (J - É)(TË - ÊT)E = 0, so (I - Ë)TE = 0 since Ê > E,
which implies TeJ'. The proof is complete.
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COROLLARY 8. Let sf be as in Theorem 7. If H1 (sf, L(H)) = 0, then
H^(s/ ,J£) = 0 for any a-weakly closed sf -submodule J? containing sf, where

Hx(sf,.*#) is the first Hochschild cohomology space (see [1]) of sf with coefficients

in -#.

REMARK. In the paper [1] Christensen proved that if sf is a reflexive algebra

with commutative subspace lattice Lat sf, then for any cr-weakly closed algebra ^#

containing sf, Hx(sf ,J?) = Hx(s/,L(H)). In Corollary 8, Ji need not be an

algebra but we need Lat s/ to be completely distributive.

LEMMA 9. Let s/ be as in Theorem 7, and let ^ be a a-weakly closed ideal

of sf determined by an order homomorphism E i—► E. Then PC(sf ,J£) | ph Q

(Psf I pH)' for any E e Lat sf, where P = E - É.

PROOF. See the proof of (ii) of Lemma 3.1 in [2].

DEFINITION 10. Let sf be a reflexive algebra, and let ^f be a cr-weakly closed

ideal of s/ determined by an order homomorphism Ê he. JK is said to have

property (*) if PC(sf ,J?) \ PH = {XIPH} for any P = E - É > 0.
Note that if sf is a nest algebra and J£ is a cr-weakly closed ideal of s/, then

./# has property (*).

THEOREM 11. Lets/ and^ be as in Lemma 9. ThenC(sf ,JT) D AlgLatJ?.

Furthermore, C(sf ,M) = AlgLat^# if and only if M has property (*).

PROOF. Let ^ be determined by an order homomorphism E i—> Ë. By Corol-

lary 4 we know that É < E for any E e Lat sf. First we prove C(s/ ,ÂÎ) D

AlgLat^. Let T e AlgLat^#. For any A € sf, we need to prove TA - AT e J!'.

For all E e Lat sf and G < E- Ë, É + G is invariant for T by Lemma 6. Thus

(E — Ë)T(E — E) leaves every subprojection of E — É invariant. And so

(E - É)T(E -Ë) = XE(E - É)

for some scalar A^. Note that T is also in sf. Now we have

(I - É)(TA - AT)E = (I - É)TEAE -(I- É)AETE

= {E- É)T((E -É) + É)A((E -É) + É)

-(E- É)A((E -É) + É)T((E -É) + Ê)

= (E- É)T(E - Ë)A(E -É)-(E- É)A(E - É)T(E - Ë)

= XE(E - Ê)A(E -É)-(E- Ë)AXE(E - É)

= 0.

Thus TA - AT € Jï for ail A e sf, and hence T G C(s/,jf). Now we prove

the last statement of the theorem.

(i) Suppose that C(sf ,^#) = AlgLat^#. From the proof of the first statement

of this theorem, we know that for any E e Lat sf, and any T 6 C(sf,^) =

AlgLat^",

(E - Ë)T(E -Ë) = XE(E - É).
(ii) Suppose that JÍ has property (*). For any T e C(sf ' ,Jt) and E e Lat sf,

we need to prove

{I-(É + Q))T{Ê + Q)=0

for any subprojection Q < E - E.
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Since E,É es/, we have

(/ - É)(TÊ - ÊT)E = 0,

(/ - Ë)(TE - ET)E = 0.

Thus

(J - É)TË = 0
and

(I - É)TE =(E- É)TE
= (E- É)T(E - É) = XE(E - É).

Therefore

(I-(É + Q))T(É + Q)
= (I- É)TQ - QTQ

= XE(E - Ë)Q - XEQ(E - É)Q = 0

and hence T e AlgLat^#. The proof is completed.

COROLLARY 12.   Let Sf and J? be as in Lemma 9. // (Psf \ PH)' = {XIPH}

for every P = E - É > 0, then C(sf ,Jf) = AlgLatJT.
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